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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.4-rev21
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.4-rev22
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #5972.

MWB-987 Suggestions for change: cleanup tasks are started on all nodes of a cluster, but
only one is effectively running, ”list” tool removes data
Existent data export tasks silently deleted if associated user/context do no more exist.
This has been fixed by not deleting such ”orphaned” data export tasks when invoking ‘listdataexports‘ command-line tool.
OXUIB-741 Wrong date in filter rule, previous day
The local time zone was used to render the timestamp in the filter rule.
This has been solved by now using UTC for rendering.
OXUIB-739 Week forward button ”>” does not do anything when language is dutch, view
is werkweek and weekstart is zondag
Wrong selection of day with certain (work)week settings.
This has been fixed by removing basic setting dependent .startOf(’week’) and replace with startOf(’isoWeek’)
in addition to a small adjustment for choosing the correct day.
MWB-994 Inline forwarding of a particular mail results in ’Missing argument com.openexchange.mail.conversion.fullname’
A broken image link leads to failure of send/transport attempt.
Solution: Don’t let failed image URI resolution prevent from sending a mail.
OXUIB-749 Drive guided tour pauses if sharing is disabled
Capabilities were not used correctly, selectors were no longer valid and tour accidentally opened
the chat app.
This has been solved by adjusting selectors and capabilities and no longer open the chat app.
OXUIB-688 Sender name not updated in webmail
Settings were not updated and may contain old account name.
This has been solved by updating settings correctly.
MWB-688 English error description popup - rest of the UI is set to german
A translation from a previous bugfix was missing.
This has been solved by adding the missing translation.
OXUIB-769 Link in text mails with ] at the end
”[ ]” were not part of suffix characters we use in our regex to detect the end of links, similar to ”, . ?”
etc.
This has been fixed by adding ”[ ]” to possible suffix characters.
MWB-792 ’File backup’ is not working
Unexpected premature termination of byte stream when reading content from S3 end-point.
This has been solved by resuming reading content.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

MWB-987, OXUIB-741, OXUIB-739, MWB-994, OXUIB-749, OXUIB-688, MWB-688, OXUIB-769, MWB792,
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